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In May 2013, the DREAM MagellanPlus Workshop was held in Brisighella (Italy). The initiative builds from
recent activities by various research groups to identify potential sites to perform deep-sea scientific drilling in the
Mediterranean Sea across the deep Messinian Salinity Crisis (MSC) sedimentary record.
In this workshop three generations of scientists were gathered: those who participated in formulation of the deep
desiccated model, through DSDP Leg 13 drilling in 1973; those who are actively involved in present-day MSC
research; and the next generation (PhD students and young post-docs). The purpose of the workshop was to identify
locations for multiple-site drilling (including riser-drilling) in the Mediterranean Sea that would contribute to solve
the several open questions still existing about the causes, processes, timing and consequences at local and planetary
scale of an outstanding case of natural environmental change in the recent Earth history: the Messinian Salinity
Crisis in the Mediterranean Sea.
The product of the workshop is the identification of the structure of an experimental design of site characterization,
riser-less and riser drilling, sampling, measurements, and down-hole analyses that will be the core for at least one
compelling and feasible multiple phase drilling proposal. Particular focus has been given to reviewing seismic
site survey data available from different research groups at pan-Mediterranean basin scale, to the assessment of
additional site survey activity including 3D seismics, and to ways of establishing firm links with oil and gas
industry.
The scientific community behind the DREAM initiative is willing to proceed with the submission to IODP of a
Multi-phase Drilling Project including several drilling proposals addressing specific drilling objectives, all linked
to the driving objectives of the MSC drilling and understanding . A series of critical drilling targets were identified
to address the still open questions related to the MSC event. Several proposal ideas also emerged to support the
Multi-phase drilling project concept: Salt tectonics and fluids, Deep stratigraphic and crustal drilling in the Gulf
of Lion (deriving from the GOLD drilling project), Deep stratigraphic and crustal drilling in the Ionian Sea, Deep
Biosphere, Sapropels, and the Red Sea.
A second MagellanPlus workshop held in January 2014 in Paris (France), has proceeded a step further towards the
drafting of the Multi-phase Drilling Project and a set of pre-proposals for submission to IODP.


